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Inelastic excitation cross sections are calculated for
4 *1" 7 4*the lithium-like ions N and Ne in several approxima-
4+ 2 2tions. For N the Is 2s-ls 2p cross section is calculated
in a 2 state close coupling expansion with exchange at 1 , 2
and 4 Rydbergs (Ry). Further calculations are made for the
ls22s-ls22p, ls22s-ls23s, ls22s-ls23p, ls22s-ls23d and
2 2 2 2 2 2 Is 2p-ls 3s, Is 2p-ls 3p, Is 2p-ls 3d cross sections at
6, 8 and 16 Ry. in a 5 state close coupling approximation
with exchange and the unitarized Coulomb-Born approximation.
At 8 Ry. the inelastic cross sections are calculated also
in a 5 state and 8 state non-exchange close coupling
2approximation. To test coupling effects the Is 2p-3s,
3p, 3d cross sections are obtained at 8 Ry. in a 2 state
close coupling approximation including exchange.
7+For Ne we calculate the cross sections in the 5 
state close coupling with exchange and the unitarized
2Coulomb-Born approximations at 14, 18 and 30 Ry. The Is 2s-
2Is 2p cross section is further calculated in a 2 state
close coupling approximation with exchange at 1.6, 3.2 and
4+ 74*8 Ry. Results for N and Ne show that previous calcula­
tions that neglected exchange and/or coupling are 
substantially different from the more elaborate 5 state 
close coupling with exchange results in many instances. 
Finally, we compare the rate coefficients calculated from
vi
the 5 state close coupling with exchange results with 
experimental values. In all but one instance the experi­




Electron-atom and electron-ion scattering is of 
interest in both physics and chemistry, and in particular 
in areas of astro- and plasma physics. In the former, many 
lines have been observed in the solar corona that corre­
spond to radiation emitted by atoms which exist in highly 
ionized states.^" The relative as well as absolute inten­
sities of these lines are of use in determining temperatures, 
abundances and densities of various elements present in the 
sun's atmosphere. The prevalent transitions between atomic 
energy levels in controlled thermonuclear research plasmas
consist of excitation and ionization by electron collisions
2and subsequent radiative transitions. At very high energies 
of the incident electrons the cross sections may be cal­
culated by the Born approximation. However, near threshold 
where the cross-sections are largest this method is in­
accurate. More precise data are needed to study the effect 
of multiply ionized atoms on the plasma.
Wiese has noted that the plasma resistance is deter­
mined to a large extent by the impurities of which oxygen 
is one of the major constituents. At higher temperatures,
required for fusion reactions, the effects of high Z
3materials on the plasma may be devastating. For the
1
2
Princeton ST Tokaraak device the energy losses by radiation 
from the heavy ion impurities (0.2%) amount to approximately 
40% of the total radiated power. The total power loss due 
to these impurities is approximately 10%. For hotter 
plasma these effects would become correspondingly larger.
4Meade has estimated that temperatures required for fusion
reactions may never be reached if heavy ion impurities such
as tungsten are present.
Knowledge of excitation cross sections may be applied
to plasmas to calculate impurity concentrations and energy
losses due to radiation and to plasma diagnostics in
general. Of special interest are C, 0, N, Ne, Ar, Kr and
Xe and high Z contaminants emitted by the walls of the
2plasma container. The first three because they constitute 
generally the most abundant impurities in laboratory, con­
trolled thermonuclear plasmas. The next four elements are 
of importance because they can be added to the plasmas in 
controlled quantities and serve as diagnostic probes. By 
obtaining cross sections at low Z values one can then extra­
polate along a given isoelectronic sequence to higher Z 
values.
Absolute cross sections can be used to study tempera­
tures and ion concentrations. In sufficiently low density
14 3(10 electrons/cm or less) laboratory plasmas in thermal
equilibrium the excitation rate due to electron impact
must equal the de-excitation rate by radiative decay.
3
Heroux^ has shown that from a knowledge of the excitation
cross sections within the same ion the temperature of a low
density plasma may be determined. In the lithium-like ions
2the ground state is the Is 2s state while the next excited
2 2 2 2 states are Is 2p, Is 3s, Is 3p and Is 3d. Then according
to Heroux we have
Kjjs-2p) = = Rlq W Aq
X C2S-3P) ilr r x; a ^ / a ;
where I represents the intensity of the transition line
and is the transition probability for the particular
line and Ag is the total transition probability for the
level q. Since the 2p level can only decay to the ground
state A. /A = 1 .  In lithium-like ions the probability of ■*■4 4
a transition 3p-3s is negligible relative to the 3p-2s 
transition. Thus the A^/A^. ratio is also equal to unity. 
This simplifies the equation to
I (2s-2p) = Rlg 
I (2s-3p) Rlr
where represents the rate coefficient for excitation to 
the state 2p. The above result is based on the assumptions 
that collisional de-excitations due to ion-ion interactions, 
the effects of populating the 2p and 3p levels due to 
cascades from higher lying levels and excitations to higher
4
levels from the 2p and 3p levels may all be neglected. The 
first assumption will certainly hold in low density plasmas. 
Heroux has found that cascade effects to the 2p level
To show how the cross section is needed to calculate 
temperatures we need to establish the connection between 
it and the rate coefficients. The rate coefficients are 
obtained by averaging the velocity weighted excitation cross 
section over the velocity distribution function of the 
incident electrons which is assumed to be Maxwellian. The 
expression for the rate coefficient R{T) then becomes
where m denotes the electron mass, T is the electron 
temperature, k is Boltzmann's constant, and Q is the excita­
tion cross section to a particular level. To obtain a ratio 
which is sensitive to temperature it is necessary that the 
transitions terminate on a common lower level and that the 
excited levels for the states involved are widely separated 
in energy. It is for these reasons that the ions in the
lithium-like iso-electronic sequence are particularly
2suited for this type of calculation since the Is 2p and 
2Is 3p levels satisfy these criteria. However, as pointed
gout by Gabriel and Jordan in regions in which there is a 
variation in temperature such as the solar corona the





lithium-like lines do not provide a good method for ob­
taining the electron temperature unless a good model for 
the corona is available.
In addition to its usefulness as a diagnostic probe 
in thermonuclear plasmas the lithium-like ions are 
attractive from a computational point of view because of 
the availability of wave functions and their relatively 
simple structure. The calculations of the excitation cross 
sections are performed in several approximations.
The most successful and elaborate is the close 
coupling approximation. In this approximation the wave 
function of the system (electron + ion) is expanded in 
terms of the ionic wave functions which are assumed to be 
known while the expansion coefficients describe the 
scattered electron. The system wave function is then 
written as
Ni|j = A Z <f>. (x. )F. (x) i=l
Here <}î (x̂ ) is the wave function of the ion in energy 
eigenstate i and (x) is the expansion coefficient which 
describes the electron, sL and x represent the space and 
spin coordinates of the ion and the electron respectively.
N is the number of states which are included in the ex­
pansion and A is the operator which anti-symmetrizes the 
total wave function. In principle N should include all
6
energy eigenstates of the ion but because of computational 
storage and time limitations only a few of the lower lying 
states are retained in the expansion. During this investi­
gation we have restricted ourselves to states that can be 
excited by the incident electron (open channels), states 
that are not energetically accessible (closed channels) 
have been excluded from the close coupling expansion. In 
the close-coupling calculations the wave function is ex­
panded in terms of anti-symmetrized target wave functions 
and the wave function of the incident electron is then 
anti-symmetrized with respect to the target. The anti- 
symmetrizing of the electron wave function leads to a series 
of exchange potentials in the coupled set of differential 
equations. These exchange potentials appear in integral 
form and thus the scope of the problem is to solve a set 
of coupled integro-differential equations subject to given 
boundary conditions.
The solution of the problem consists of calculating 
a quantity known as the R-matrix which measures the effect 
of the scatterer on the incident electron. Once the R- 
matrix has been obtained several quantities may be cal­
culated such as the scattering amplitude f^ k ,(6 r^)/ the 
differential cross section |f^ ^*(6,^)1 ; the total elastic 
and inelastic cross sections which are obtained by inte­
grating the corresponding differential cross sections over 
the solid angle dft. In instances when the hyperfine
7
structure energy separations are known as well as the
spontaneous transition probability the polarization of the
resonant radiation emitted after electron excitation may 
7be determined.
The R-matrix may be calculated in several different 
approximations. When the exchange potential terms are 
retained in the solutions of the coupled set of equations 
we refer to this as a close coupling expansion with ex­
change denoted by NCCX where N refers to the number of 
eigenstates of the ion retained in the close coupling ex­
pansion. When the exchange terms are dropped the method 
is referred to as the close coupling expansion without 
exchange (NCCNX). Other approximations which will be con­
sidered later are the Coulomb-Born I (CBI) and Unitarized 
Coulomb-Born (CBII) methods. In the CBI method the T 




where R is the R-matrix and I the unit matrix. In both 
CBI and CBII exchange terms are neglected and it is further 
assumed that the effect of the scatterer on the projectile 
is small enough that throughout the collision the pro­
jectile wave function may be approximated by a pure Coulomb 
wave. This Coulomb wave represents the solution of the
8
electron in the electrostatic field of a point charge of
charge Z-N , where Z is the nuclear charge and N represents 'I Q
the number of bound electrons surrounding the nucleus. In 
the CBII approximation we allow for coupling between 
channels.
Another approximation which allows for the distortion 
of the wave due to the presence of the scatterer is known 
as the distorted wave {DW) approximation. This is a two- 
state approximation involving only the initial state i and 
the final state j of the ion. In this approximation the 
set of coupled differential equations is written as
,2 A. (A.+l) 2 2z
[ 1---  + k + —  ] F. . = S U. F ., 2 2 i r in . . in nidr r J n=i,D J
2Here k^ refer to the angular momentum and the kinetic
energy of the scattered electron and describes the
scattered electron. U. includes both the direct and ex­in
change potentials. The R-matrix is now written as
R . . =  f„. U . . f0 . drID J IDo
where the function f . is the regular solution of the
A/ X
differential equation
^2 (A.+l) n 22
t 7 7  * 2- ~  + + F 1 ' " 0dr r
9
This approximation resembles the Coulomb-Born approxima­
tion, however, and f ^  are no longer pure Coulomb waves 
but include the "distortion" due to the electron-electron 
interaction terms contained in the potential =
<4»i|U|^i> . Here represents the ionic wave function 
corresponding to state i.
In this work we apply the close coupling method with
4+ 7+and without exchange to the N (NV) and Ne (Ne VIII) ions
both of which are members of the lithium isoelectronic 
sequence. In principle the NCCX solution is an exact 
solution. The approximations are made in truncating the 
expansion and in choosing the ionic wave functions. It is 
a rather extensive and time consuming method. In order to 
keep the problem within the bounds imposed by the computa­
tional facilities we limit the problem to a 5-state expan­
sion when exchange terms are included (5CCX). The con­
vergence of the close coupling expansion was tested by 
comparing the 5CCNX and 8CCNX results for NV at various 
values of angular momentum. The exclusion of exchange 
terms makes the problem significantly smaller in scope 
such that even the 8CCNX run uses only about 1/3 of the 
time requirement of the 5CCX run. Further runs were made 
at 2CCX and a 5-state CBII approximation. In the latter 
case the results agree well with the 5CCX results at 
relative high energy (3 times the excitation threshold or 
higher) and at large L values. The 2CCX method proves to
10
2be reliable when considering excitations from the Is 2s
2ground state to the Is 2p excited state. This result is
not surprising as the next triad of states at n=3, namely
2 2 2 the Is 3s, Is 3p and Is 3d states, are well removed in
2energy from the Is 2p state. In all cases the 5CCX method 
is used as a standard against which all other results are 
compared. The accuracy of the final cross sections can 
be estimated by comparison with other calculations and by 
results obtained from experiment.
The choice of wave functions is clearly important.
The wave functions used in the calculations were taken from
gthe published results of Weiss. The radial parts of the 
wave functions are determined in the Hartree-Fock approxi­
mation and are given as a linear combination of Slater type 
orbitals. The wave functions form an orthonormal basis set. 
We write the one electron orbitals as
8 n (i) - E (i)r
n̂Jl = ,E, CnH r e1=1
The coefficients / ^njP are 9iven ^y Weiss for
the 6 lowest orbitals as well as the energy of the ion for 
the 5 lowest states. The target wave function for a given 
state is determined within the computer code when the 
orbitals and the occupation numbers for the orbitals are 
given as input. The symmetrization of the wave function 
is also contained within the program. For the 8CCNX results
11
we augment the orbitals as given by Weiss with three addi­
tional orbitals labeled 4s, 4p, and 4d. These pseudo­
orbitals are chosen to be orthogonal to the lower orbitals 
of the same symmetry and are taken to be degenerate in 
energy. Throughout this work we take a single configura­
tion for the target ion and we have excluded excitations
from the Is2 ion core.
Most of the work described in the literature on 
lithium-like systems has been the study of NV although
other members of the iso-electronic sequence have been in-
9 10 11 12vestigated also, notably by Bely * 1 and Flower.
Experimental rate coefficients for several ions including
18NV and Ne VIII have been given by Kunze and Johnston.
14Boland, et al. have published rate coefficients for NV
15while Haddad and McWhirter have given similar results 
for Ne VIII.
The experimental determination of the rate coefficients 
requires the measurement of several plasma parameters such 
as electron and ion density, electron temperature, spectro­
meter calibration, absolute intensity measurements of the 
transition lines emitted by the ion being investigated and 
the geometry of the plasma. The uncertainty in each of 
these parameters makes the measured rate coefficients un­
certain by a substantial percentage.
Kunze and Johnston estimate that their maximum error 
in individual rate coefficients is a factor of 2. The
12
standard deviation is less than 30% for excitation rate
coefficients to the n=2 and n=3 levels and less than 40%
14for excitation to the 4s level. Boland et al_. compare
their experimental results with the theoretical calcula-
16tions of Burke, et al.. They report an experimental un­
certainty of +20% and find their results generally to be
within 50% of the theoretical results of Burke et al..
2 2They normalize the Is 2s-ls 2p rate coefficient to the
theoretical result based on Burke's paper and then obtain
values of other rate coefficients by comparison with their 
2 2Is 2s-ls 2p result. Haddad and McWhirter compare their 
numbers with the predictions of the results given by both 
Bely and Petrini3’’*’ and Burke, et al̂ . .
The work of Bely and Petrini was based on the CBI 
approximation. This method is unreliable near threshold 
and thus if the electron temperature is such that the 
maximum of the Maxwellian velocity distribution is centered 
near the excitation energy, the rate coefficients calculated 
from the CBI model will not be reliable.
The most extensive theoretical work is in the previ­
ously mentioned paper of Burke, et al.. They calculate the 
NV excitation cross sections in the 2CCX, 2CCNX, 5CCNX,
CBI and CBII approximations at several different energies. 
So far, with the exception of the present calculations, the
only calculations of NV using a 5CCX method reported in the
17literature is a calculation of Henry at 6 Ry. and a
13
18calculation of Hayes also at 6 Ry. No energy dependent
cross section based on the method has been obtained other
than in the present calculation at 6, 8 and 16 Rydbergs.
The present results at 6 Ry. axe in close agreement with those of
Henry and Hayes. An exception is at small L values (L̂ _3)
2where Hayes' result differs by 15% or more for the Is 2s- 
2Is 3p cross section. This difference is probably attri­
butable to the different wave functions used by Hayes
which were obtained from the program of Eissner and 
19Nassbaumer. These wave functions are calculated from a 
statistical model and are thus better suited for many 
electron atoms. In the case of lithium-like systems, how­
ever, the wave functions of Weiss are probably superior to
those obtained from the Eissner and Nussbaumer program as
12pointed out by Flower who also used the Eissner-Nussbaumer 
program in a distorted wave calculation for NV. The 
purpose of the present calculation is to establish reliable 
cross sections from which rate coefficients can be obtained. 
Much of the published work is based on either the CBII or 
CBI results. We want to establish the validity of these 
approximations relative to the 5CCX results. If it can be 
established that for a certain range of energy and angular 
momentum reliable results can be obtained with CBII then 
this method is to be preferred because of its simplicity 
and much smaller computer time and storage requirements.
In the remainder of this thesis we will present the theory
14
on which these various approximations are based, present 
the results and compare them with previous calculations.
CHAPTER II
THEORY
In this chapter we will describe the method used to 
derive the coupled integro-differential equations in the 
close coupling approximation. The formalism for close
coupling is described in the papers of Smith, Henry and
20 21 Burke and Smith and Morgan. We start by choosing a
trial wave function and obtain the radial scattering equa­
tions from the Kohn variational principle. The inter­
action between the incident electron and the target 
consists of the Coulomb interactions between the electrons 
and the nucleus which is considered to be a point charge. 
As the Coulomb forces are radial forces and we assume spin 
orbit effects of the type £*s, where £ is the orbital 
angular momentum and s is the spin angular momentum, to be 
negligible, the problem can be split into a radial part 
and an angular part by separation of variables techniques.
The angular part of the problem can be solved exactly by
22 2 3the methods described by Racah and Fano. The angular 
parts of the wave function describing the electrons and 




In the choice of the Hamiltonian when we have no angle 
dependent factors and we have neglected spin orbit 
coupling terms of the type lt*s, the total angular momentum 
L and the total spin S are separately constants of the 
motion. In addition, the parity of the system, given by
Z l . + Zi 1 V
7T = (-1)
is a constant of the motion. In this equation is the 
orbital angular momentum of a target electron and refers 
to the impinging electron. To take advantage of the 
constants of the motion, we choose a representation which 
is diagonal in L, S, ML , Mg and tt. Here ML , Mg denote the 
projection of L and ? along a given direction. We choose 
as our basis set the target wave functions which are 
assumed known and expand the total wave function in terms 
of this basis set. In principle the sum should include the 
infinite number of bound states of the target as well as 
the continuum states. In practice, however, we must because 
of incomplete knowledge of the target states and largely 
because of computer storage and time limitations, restrict 
ourselves to a small number of eigenstates of the target.
We write the total wave function as follows
'Mri ,x . . .$  ,) -  . .A V ( - i ) N+1~p z <Mr.,$-p,rp,SD)i 1 N+l (N+1)* P=1 j 3 p p
17
In the above expression F ^ ( r  )/r represents the radial 
part of the scattered electron, labeled p in channel i 
when it was originally in channel j. The term ifj(r.,X-P,
A A
r ,a ) represents the N-electron target.P P
The radial part of the coordinate p is associated 
with the projectile electron, x^ denotes the space and spin
A  A
coordinates of the i'th electron and r , a are the angularr r
and spin coordinates of the electron labeled p. 
describes the collection of quantum numbers necessary to 
describe the target wave function in state j. The target 
wave functions are given by linear combinations of one 
electron Hartree-Fock type orbitals. The term (N+l) is 
a normalization constant while the sum over p ensures 
proper anti-symmetrizing between the electron and target 
wave functions. The physical information of the scattering 
effects on the electron as well as on the target is con­
tained in solving for the expansion coefficients F ^ ( r ) .
The total scattering effect is obtained by solving for all 
F ^  (r) in the asymptotic limit when r-*-°°. The remainder of 
the discussion is therefore aimed at deriving the equations 
of motion for the scattered electron. The solution con­
sists of solving a set of coupled differential equations 
for F^j(r) subject to the boundary conditions given below
18
A .+1
Fij (r) r-̂ o ~ r 1
F. . (r) r-*-00 - k .*5 (6 . . sin 6 . + R. . cos 0 .) k? > 0ij i jo i ij l i
2where k^ is the energy of the scattered electron of angular 
momentum A .l
0. = k.r - A . tt/2 - n. An 2 I k - I r + o nl l i i 1 l 1 A^
r i± = -(Z-N)/k±
= Arg T {&i+l+in)
Z = nuclear charge
The scattering information is contained in the matrix
element ^. In addition to the boundary conditions for
F , .(r) we demand that the electron wave function is iD
orthogonal to all the target orbitals. If the electron has 
orbital angular momentum different from the target orbitals 
then the orthogonality is automatically satisfied by the 
orthogonality of the spherical harmonics. If on the other 
hand the electron wave function has orbital angular 
momentum corresponding to an unfilled atomic orbital within
19
the target, then we must relax this restriction somewhat 
and allow for virtual capture of the impinging electron. 
We allow for virtual capture by modifying the total wave 
function to include a state which corresponds to the 
electron in an unfilled atomic subshell which we'll call 
a "bound state". The total wave function now takes the 
form
Here i denotes the channel of the scattered electron and p 
is the index of an unfilled orbital into which the electron 
is "captured" and x denotes the coordinates x-...xM4,.
(x^.. *XN+ )̂ represents the exact wave function of the 
total Hamiltonian H then
(N+l) p=l j
are constants which are calculated from variational 
principles and <f> (LStt,x ) is a "bound state". Burke and
r1
Smith24 have obtained the following results. If
(Xj'... (H-E )i|> (x^.. • dx^... 0
We choose a trial wave function which satisfies the 
prescribed boundary conditions and consider arbitrary 
variations of the type
where
6f .. - k ,̂  6r . . cos 9. i] 1 13 1
£*->-CO
Then if we define
L k l  J^t(rk'Xl* * *XN+1) x!* • * xn+1 ̂ dxl *dxN+l
the expression can be reduced to the form
6(LU  Rk Z / 2 ) ~ 0
This result will form the basis for the derivations of the 
radial scattering equation. It can be shown that the 
elements of the R-matrix are correct to second order in 
(<5i|i) . To derive the scattering equations we proceed as 
follows. Let x denote the collection of coordinates x^, 
X2 /-**;xn+  ̂ and define as before
f 1 N+l M4-1-P * ~  ̂ *
K l  = d x [' k  1 (-D W  (ri'x”P 'rn'CJti)Fik(rD )/rikJl J (N+l) P=1 i 1 P P 1X P I
21
where we have written out ^(r^fX) explicitly and HN+1 is 
the total Hamilton describing the system. Similarly we 
write
j N+l-P N+l-P1 -P • A A
M r4 'x> * a  1 (-1) W r . , x  F , r ., a ,)* * (N+l) P'-l j 3 P P
FjJt(rp ,)/rpl + Z cj 4>V (LSH,J)
We further define, omitting the summation over i, j in the 
above equations
Lik j* = f NE1’P (-1)N+1“P * V  ,£-P,J ; )1K'3A J (N+l) P=1 1 P P
Fik(rp,/rp + £ clX V “ *,5>](Hn+1-E)
A. A1 N+l-P' N+l-P' -*■
l  * (-l)N+± P <Mr.,x-P\r ,,c ,)
(N+l) P'=l 1 P P
FjH(V )/rp' + I Cv *v<LSF';'l
The above expression can be split into 4 types of terms. 
First we consider the terms that do not involve the 
constants, C and , and focus on the terms quadratic in F, 
These terms involve the double sum
V  ( - D 2H+2-p-p '
p,p'
22
There are N+l terms for which P=P*. These are called 
direct terms. The remaining N(N+1) terms for which P^P' 
are called exchange terms. The direct terms all have the 
same value, and there are (N+l) of them, thus we can write 
these terms as follows
D I -*■ * (N+l)  ̂ ,
Lik, " j d x  ^ (rj.'x 'rN+l'aN+l} Fik N+l^ N+l
<HN + r E) ^^rj ,x  ̂ ^'rN+lf0N+l^ FjJl ̂ rN+l)y/rN+l
Next, we write HN+1 explicitly to get
N+l . 7 N+l
= £ (- ■=■ V7 - Z/r.) + EN+l i=1 2 i i' t>j (r^r.l
2where we have used units in which Jrl=l, m=l, e =1. The 
first sum represents the kinetic energy of the electrons 
and the Coulomb interaction with the nucleus. The second 
term involves electron-electron interactions only. The 
target Hamiltonian
N i 2 N= 2 (- 7 VT - Z/r.) + E
N i=l 2 1 1 i>j |ri"rj
The Hamiltonian for the electron labeled N+l in channel i 
is written as
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H - ,  * ,  w »  « i ■ ; i ,
1 2 drN+l 2rN+l lN+1 i=1 ,r»+l"ri'
Substituting these expressions for H and rewriting 
we get
-(N+l) 2 ; \ V *  ( r  W v  *
' N+l ' N+l ik N+l N+l
A A
( H ^ - E ^ I ^ X  ( ^,rN+l,aN+l^ Fjs, (rN+l,/,rN+l
N+l A^ ( T ^ x  ,rN+l,CTN+l^ an e:*-9enstate of the target 
Hamiltonian of energy eigenvalue EN (L^S^).
<\p I (Hn-E) |^> = (En-E)613
where the integration has been over the coordinates x^..
-y *x„# x„.,. This leaves us with the evaluation of the N N+l
following form
Lik,jA ~ (drN+l Fik(rN+l) (EN_E)<Sij FjH (rN+lJ
f  +  *I dx \p (r± + -  (N+l) *  2  \ V  t r  \ / r -'  '  U + l , a J f t + l } ik Mtl 7 W *1
1 d2 M * i +1) z
* «<- I  “V "  + - S * -------
drN+i 2 r m i  '**
+ cc=l lrNtl“ral * ^(rj,X  ̂ ),rNtl,aNfl)
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The first three terms of the one electron Hamiltonian 
only involve the coordinate ^N+^. We again integrate over
A
dx^...dxN d^N+1 which leaves a term <5̂  ̂ . The last part 
contains the electron-electron interactions which we'll 
call
f f N + l )  *  ^  ^ 1V.. = jdx * (r±,x ,rN+1,aN+1) ^  TrN+i.rJ
This can again be integrated over the atomic and angular
coordinates. The target wave functions are known. For a
2lxthium-like ion initially in a state Is the result is
Vi j (rN+lJ " 2yo (Pls'Pls?rN+l)l5ij + jj yX (Pn;[£:[,Pn1jl1#1W l ) 
* <(Jl'mJ |Px (rN *rN+1) | ( ^  a.mj)LM>
In this expression for V . pn^(r ) is a bound atomic
A A
orbital and Px^rN*rN+l^ a Le9endre polynomial
i rrN+1 i
= 7 +T j Pn|l'<r)r Pn1l1 lr)dr
N+l o
+ rN+l / Pn p ’(rl 1/rX+1 Pn1Hl <r)dr
rN+l
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2The first term in V..(r„,,) is the contribution of the IsID N+l
electrons. In the last term A.m., A.m. refer to the3 D
angular momentum of the incident electron described by the 
*functions and respectively, and and A|m^
refer similarly to the angular momentum of the optical 
electron. The angular factor may be evaluated by Racah 
algebra, i.e.
a a A.' -L+An
j2X+TT (2AJ+1)35 (2Ai+l)35(2A1+l)35{2Aj + l)J5(A^A100|X0) 
tA.j_A_.00 J  AO) W(A1AjA|Ai;LA)
where (Aj^A^OO | A0) is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient and
W{A. A .A 'A . ,LA) is a Racah coefficient. The above term 1 D 1 i
vanishes unless we satisfy the relations
A'+A.+A, A.+A.+A 1 1 l j
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both must be even. L, L' are the resultant of adding the
angular momentum (£'r£.)L' and (£.,&. )L respectively. M,1 1 J
M* are the components of L, L' along some given axis. The 
final result for the direct terms can now be written as
Jik,j£ = J drN+l Fik{rN+l} t_ 2 ~2
o N+l N+l
+ ki)Sij + Vij(rN+l>> F j l ‘W  '
where k? = 2 (E-E„) l N
Exchange terms:
+-(N+1) " " .
X ,rN+l N+l
* Flk*rN+l1̂ rN+l <HN+1 E *
* * W /rN
This term corresponds to an interchange of the electrons 
labeled N+1,N. Because of the anti-symmetric character of 
the total wave function we must introduce a negative sign 
upon interchange of two electrons. HN 'E will overlap 
integrals of the form which corresponds to the electron in 
a free orbital on the left and a bound orbital on the right,
i.e.,
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Fi k (rN+l)Pn £ (rN+l)drN+l
We have imposed the condition that these terms vanish.
The part of the one electron Hamiltonian that only involves
the r,,,. coordinates will likewise vanish as it involves N+l
an integral of the form
V n ' V  (rN )Fn J (rN )drN
This leaves only the electron-electron interaction to be 
evaluated.
E [  -*■ * -►■-N+l  ̂ A *
Lik,jJ. = 'N dX * (ri'X 'rN+l'0N+l> Fik(rN+l)/rN+l
A A
j l  rrw l - rj (Fj ,x_N'rN'aN ,Pjll (rN ,/rN
All terms for which a^N will vanish in the sum over a .
2This integral can be partly evaluated. For the Is core 
we obtain after integrating over dx^...dxN dxN+^
r  * ( i rrN+1 x
jdrN+l[Fik(rN+l)/rN+l("2) "X+T J Pl s (r)r Fj*(r)dr
( rN+l O
+ rN+i I pis(r) ic+r Fjn(r)dr
rN+l
A A
pls(W  <0llilPA (rN ,rH+l,l4jO>{ij
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when we consider the interchange of the incident electron 
with the optical electron we obtain the following term
r * ( 1 ^N+1 x x




Pn'£' T + T  Fj £ dr 1 1 r J
A A
* Pn1£1 (rN+1>
The angular term is the same as before except that 
are reversed. Using the relationship
% .+£,~L
(JL.m.A.m- |LM) = (-1) 3 (Jl.m. Jl .m. | LM)D 3 J-
we can write the angular term in the same way as the 
angular term obtained previously. Set
.0 0




Wij Fj£ * "2yX (Pls/Fj£;rN+l) Pls(rN+l)<o£i*P X (rN Ŵ-l*i 4jo) 
«i;) + (-1) 3 1 yx(Pnpi'pjil'rs+l> Pn1l1 (rM+l> *
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At this point it may be noted that V\^(rN+i^ may 
evaluated as it involves only the known orbitals. The W. .” J
terms however involve the unknown function F.0. The re-
3*'
mainder of the problem in evaluating is then to find 
expressions for the terms linear and quadratic in C. First 
we consider the terms linear in C:
c f + *k * -*■ 1 N+l-P Mfl-pLik ii “ dxtE C,. <t> (LStt,x )(H .-E) T- E (-ir
1 M W P (N+l) P=1
. N+l—P , _
* 4  (Tv x P.r -or )P (r )/r + — I
3 3 P P 3 *  P P dn-D’S ^
* <ri'x P-rp ' V Flk(V /rp "Wi'E) I  Cv v i® r'x>
= l5 + LCK,jZ ik,£
Set
If we change the summation index from j to i in second term 
we get
LkA, “ Z (Lik,Jl + h i ' i O
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In summing over P all N+l terms contribute equally giving
= ' N + 1 ) l 5 1 dx Î (rifx 'rN+l,aN+l)Fik(rN+l^rN+l
* (HN+i "E) ^(LS^rX)
21Following Smith and Morgan we may write
? Lik,£ + Lk,i£ ? Lik, £ + Li£,k
Both terms are identical in form and thus we need evaluate 
only one, the other may be obtained by analogy. In the
nexpressionfor  ̂ the part of the Hamiltonian belonging 
to the ion as well as E will give overlap integrals of the 
form
IdrN+l Fi k (rN+l,Pn<l(rN+l)dr = 0
This leaves us to evaluate the integral
L?k,* = (N+1),S F cv dx ^(rifx ,rN+l,aN+l)Fik^rN + l ^ rN+l
I  d 2 ^ ( y i )  _ _Z__ « 1_____  \
2 drN+l 2 r i  rN+1 a=1  ̂rN+l"ral 'N+l
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The first part, not involving the electron-electron inter* 
action may be integrated over the coordinates x^...xN ,
A
XN+1 t0 yield
(N+l)^ E cj j  drN+1 F*k (rN+1) (- i d + _ J _
V o N+l N+l
" rN+l) (rN+l'
where n^ is any one of the unfilled orbitals which has 
angular momentum SLj . The electron-electron part yields 
the following
(N+l)*3 Z Cv drN+1 Fik(rN+1> j2yo {Pls'Pls'rN+l)6ij +
I yX (Pn | £ ^ Pn1Jl1;rN+l)
* ((£i£j)LlPX (rN*rN+l) I U l*j)L>
* P (r ) nyJL j 1 N+l;
If belong to the same atomic orbital then we must
treat the two electrons as identical electrons. This 
imposes the restriction that L+S = even. We finally write
C
Lik,* ■ i  c i  h i  pi k dr
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where
, i .2 I .  (Jl.+l) „
V v . = (N+l)* I- y _ j + -A-ji - i  p <r)
+ [2SXoyo (PlS <r)'PlS ,rl'r),Sij^ yA (Pnil” Pn1l1 ;r)
<aiAilP X (rN ’rN+l) l*lAj >] PnvH j (r)
Lkl - P «Llk,l + LU,k>1
Again it may be noted that the terms may be evaluated
as they do not contain the unknown function
2Finally we consider the terms in C :
2L i k , j i  ■ E  c X  Jd5 v L k s k ,r' * > < H - E >'f’v < L )1V ' * )P P
-  y ~SL ^
y v yvy v
Let en+  ̂ correspond to the energy of the system with an 
extra electron "trapped" in an unfilled atomic orbital. 
We write
N 1 H = H„+H, + I
N 1 ot=l "rN+l“ra
and we set
h is diagonal in this representation yielding an eigen- N
value corresponding to the total energy of the ion in the 
absence of the scattering electron. If the scattering 
electron is captured in an already occupied atomic orbital 
then we must again treat the two outer electrons in a given 
state <J>̂ or <t>v as identical, i.e., we must choose L+S = 
even.
We are therefore left to evaluate
< ♦ 1 - 1  ( - £ -  -  - 1 <'1+i ) + > + <i i "
11 2 'drN+l rH+l C" + 1 ' y 0=1
U,5rN+l~ra 1 v




where y,v refer to any orbital of angular momentum The
electron-electron part yields for the core electrons
34
For the optical electron in a state on the right hand
side and a state on the left we obtain
These terms do not contain the unknown function F and may 
therefore be calculated. Having obtained expressions for 
each of the terms of ^  it is now possible to obtain 
the radial scattering equations. Again following Smith 
and Morgan we write
A A
Thus
6 . . 
13~~2rN+l
A A
where and are the direct and exchange potentials 
whose expressions have already been derived. When this 
form for L .  . is substituted into the variational form 
given before it becomes
[l [dr F* L . . F . „ + E C l  |V . L- . I ik i] . v I vilj J J J ifv *
F.. dr + E Ck ik . p1, P J
V . F. „dr PI
+ S Cl Cl V  - I Rk d  -P,v
If we have also imposed the restriction that all the free 
orbitals are orthogonal to the bound orbitals then extra 
terms of the form
■if'|dr PnH Fi k (r)
must be added to the above equations. The p^ are as yet 
undetermined Lagrange multipliers. Variations with respect 
to the unknown functions leads to an equation of the
form
36
]rVariations with respect to the constant C leads toM
Z A,,,, cj + Z [ V . F .0 dr = 0v v . J \ij ;j£
o
£The last equation is used to solve for the constant C^,
The equation for F ^  can now be written in the more
familiar form
1 rd^ £.{£,+1} 2 2z 1- 4  i__±- + kT + —  F . . = Z {V . . + W . .) F . 02 1^2 p  i r J i£ j i] l] d£
+ Z C£ V . + £ y. P . 6„ . 
p  M p i  n x X £ . £ x
where E P . are all atomic orbitals for which £, = £.
X V  * 1
We now adapt the form of the differential equation to 
electron-ion scattering and write
ra» » i < y n  2 »(,-,) 1 pffl t
2 L ^ 2  ^2 i r J i£ . r i] ij l Tjl
+ Ecfv . + 1  y, P . 6. (M yl x X V x
As before N is the number of bound electrons which for a 
lithium-like ion is 3.
In the next chapter we will give a brief outline of 
the solution of the above equation and discuss the approxi­
mations used in this work for extracting the R-matrix and 
ultimately the scattering cross sections.
CHAPTER III
METHODS OF SOLUTION OF THE CLOSE-COUPLING EQUATIONS 
The equations obtained in the previous chapter are
("“— 5* ---—— — - + k? + 2-- Z"M) ]f. . = -2 I" S (V. .+W. .)F 1Ldr2 r2 1 r J L j i] 13
+ u V  + A ^  = S^ ir)y 1 A A 1 A
where the term
6r 1 j
is included in V , .. In the case of lithium-like ions, the 
total spin S of the system consisting of incident electron 
and ion is either 0 or 1. For S=0 the space part of the 
solution is symmetric, anti-symmetric for S=l. In the 
computer code the spin S is given as input. For S=0 the 
exchange terms w^jFj£ are added to the right hand side of 
the equation and subtracted when S=l. Thus in the formalian
Cwe replace by (-1) W „  to allow for singlet (S=0) or
or triplet (S=l) scattering in the above equations. The
term S.0 {r) involves the unknown functions F for which 1 x»
solutions are sought. To solve the above set of integro-
differential equations we use a non-iterative integral
25 26equation (NIEM) method used by Sams and Kouri ' and
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27further developed by Smith and Henry. The outline of 
the solution is based on the paper of Smith and Henry. To 
obtain solutions to the differential equations we convert 
the set of equations to integral equations by means of the 
appropriate Green's functions. We write the solution for 
above as follows
FiA(r) = G^1} {k±r) + j Si£(r')G(r,r ')d r '
o
where G^1^{^r) is the solution of the homogeneous equa­
tion
Ldr2 ^  1 r J x x
which is regular at the origin. The Green's function G(r,r') 
is a solution of
♦ k* ♦ 2a=SLl G(r,r') = S(r,r')
dr r
G(r,r') can be written in terms of the Coulomb wave func­
tions
G (r,r') = g |1) (kir <)G|2) ( k ^ ;
(2 )where G^ (k^r) is the irregular solution of the homogeneous 
equation.
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r̂ , denotes the smaller of the r-values 
r> denotes the larger of the r-values
With the above choice of Green's function we obtain
Fu (r) = C*1* (kir) + G^2) (k
x:
.r) f G.(1) (k. r 1) S . „ (r ' )dr' i J i l x£
+ G.{1) (k.r]. ) x 1
In the last term we write





F.a (r) = G^1) (kir) + g|2) (k.r) J g|1) (k.r •) (r') d r '
o
00 r
+ G^1} (k.r) [ j  g |2) (k.r')Si£{r-)dr' - j G^2) (k±r *)
o o
* Si£(r')dr']
The asymptotic solution for F^fr) is given by
Fu i (r) kl‘s sin e± + Rn  cos 9i]
40
where 9^ has been defined previously in Chapter 2. R^j is 
an element of the R-matrix which contains the scattering 
information.




contains the unknown functions F and thus can only be 
evaluated if we already know the solutions F ^  for all i,£ 
over the entire range of r. Regardless of its complexity 
the integral is a constant as it is a definite integral.
The regular solution (k^r) in the solution for F ^  is
determined to within an arbitrary multiplicative constant 
and therefore
r
L l { r )  = G^1) (kir) + G^'tkjr) J g!1' (kir' JS.^ (r-)dr'
r
-G ^ N k - . r )  | g {2) (k.r')SiJl{r’)dr'
o
is a solution also, however, it does not obey the same 
asymptotic boundary condition as F^(r). We write
4,i k (r) =  k i’i (Ai j sin 6i + B i j cos 9i>r->-oo
In matrix notation y = SA+CB where S,C are diagonal 
matrices. Multiplying by A ^ on the left of y we obtain
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VA"1 = SAA_1 + CBA_1 = SI + C(BA-1)
We set
5 = ?A~1 - SI 4- CR
Since $ and F are both solutions of the same differential 
equation and we force the same asymptotic boundary condi­
tions on both then they are equivalent. The matrix elements 
R.^ are now given by
R.„ = Z B. . a7* ifc j l] jS.
The R-matrix elements may now be obtained from the solution 
of instead of F.». The advantage in solving forJl 36 2. 36 136
is that we no longer need to know the unknown functions 
throughout the entire range of r but only up to the point 
r at which we evaluate WG solve the set denoted
by i/K^(r) and then obtain the R-matrix in the asymptotic 
limit.
In practice we integrate out the equations up to some 
point rfc at which exchange terms and bound states, both 
of which involve the short range atomic orbitals, have 
become negligible. Then we continue with a stepout pro­
cedure to obtain the R-matrix in the asymptotic limit when 
r**<». Below we will give an outline of the stepout method
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once the R-matrix has been obtained at a given point rfc. 
We start by rewriting the equations
♦it
r
(r) =G.t:L){k.r) [5.. - J G f2) (k. r ') S . 0 (r' )dr' ]i l l] J 1 1 1 * -
o
.r
• r) [- G.(1) (k.r')S. 0 (r')dr']l J l l lfi,- g |2>(k
= G.(1) (k.r)H.(2) (r) - g!2) (k.r)Hf^ (r) i  i  i£  i  x iJl
where is new written in terms of the set of functions denoted by
If we have reached the region in which the application of
the asymptotic boundary conditions is a good approximation,
then
- G*1’ (k rt) - (klrt)
From the definitions of H . ^  and H . ^  we obtaini] i]
^ § S - -  - G<1)(kir)S.)l(r)
d H (2)
= - g |2) (k.rjs.^tr)
At rlrt we write
All other terms involving exchange and bound states have
become negligible at r=rfc as they all involve the atomic
orbitals which are short range. Next we write i p . g in terms1
of Hf^(r) and H ^ f r )  i.e.,JX, 3 X.
i p . . = G { 1 ) (k.r)H<2) (r) - G?2) (k.r)H!J} (r) 
Yji 3 2 3 jl ' '
Substituting for iJj. .  into the expressions containing S.„3 * 1 ̂
we obtain the following
d H {1)
— —  = - G ! {k . r ) E V. . [G f1} (k .r)H f?} (r)-G?2) (k.r) dr i l ' i j  3 3 3& J 3
* (r) ]
dr -G,{2) (k.r) E V. . tG f15 <k.r)H*2* {r) -g!2) (k.r) l  x j  *0  3 3 3 *  3 3





which may be written in the form
dr iJ = I  M. . Z .0j 13 =>*
or
Integrating the above expression
09 00
I  d i " Ir rt t
MZ dr - Z (») - Z(r,)t
Set




Z (oo) = Z(r-t-) + [ M [z(r ) + f M(x)Z(x)dx] drJ r J rrt rt
= tl +
t
• 00 rnOOJ  M(r) drl Z (rfc) + J  M(r) M(x)
r .
* Z (x) dx dr
The last term may be neglected (28), leaving the expression
Z(°°) = S(°°,rt)Z(rt)
where





X (2 f1) X (2 ,2)
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where X(l,l), x(l,2), X(2,l), X(2,2) are nxn matrices and
X{1,1) . . = f G.(1)V. .G^dr X(l,2) . . = f -G.(1)V. .Gf2)dr
'13 Jr i ij 3 ij Jr i ]
X(2,1) • • = f  G.(1D Jr î V. .G^dr ID D X{2 . 2 ) t J - f <2>V. .G !2>drID D
Each of the four terms above may be integrated numerically
as they contain no unknown functions and the V . . refer toID
the direct potentials only which have already been deter­
mined at this point. Then, finally, we obtain
H*1* (“ )
— A
1 + X(l,l) X(l,2) H (1) (rfc)
- (2)H (») _ X{2,1)
A
1 + X (2 ,2) J {2) (rt)_
S11 S12
^ S21 S22^ H (2) (rt)
Next, we write out the expression for and i.e.,
H (1}(») = Sn H (;L) (rt )+S12H (2) (rfc) = (S11R(rt)+S12)H(2) (rfc)
which gives the final expression for R(<») in terms of 
R(rt).
The actual solution of the problem is split into two 
parts. In the first part of the computer code, the informa­
tion pertaining to all the atomic orbitals is supplied to­
gether with the number of states which are to be included 
in the close coupling expansion. The target wave function 
is then determined. In addition to this we specify the 
total angular momentum L, the total spin S and the parity 
tt of the system, together with any possible bound states of 
the system. The program determines the number of different 
ways in which the electron may be scattered both elastically 
and inelastically consistent with conservation of energy, 
orbital angular momentum, spin and parity. The total 
number of possible ways is called the number of channels.
In this particular work the ion is always taken to be
2initially in its Is 2s ground state configuration. This 
makes the total orbital angular momentum equal to the 
orbital angular momentum of the electron before it is 
scattered. Next, the program calculates all the angular 
integrals in each channel for the direct potentials as well 
as the exchange potentials. The direct potentials V..(r)
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which do not involve the unknown function F. are alsoJ. Jv
determined at this point. All this information is now
written on a permanent data set and used as input to
another part of the program which performs the actual
numerical integrations, based on the paper of Smith and 
27Henry. The size of the problem is greatly influenced by 
the number of exchange terms. Each exchange term involves 
the evaluation of several multipole integrals of the
operator which is expanded in terms of Legendre polynomials.
As can be seen from the structure of the set of equations,
the evaluation of the matrix element R.n involves the
2 . 1
evaluation of several exchange integrals. The total
2number of elements to be evaluated is N where N is the 
number of channels. It becomes quite evident, therefore, 
that the number of channels which determines the number of 
exchange integrals severely limits the number of eigen­
states of the ion which are included in the close coupling 
expansion. In the present work the five lowest states of 
the ion included in the close coupling expansion lead to a 
9 channel problem for L >_ 2. When the 4s, 4p and 4d 
pseudo-states are included it becomes a 15 channel calcula­
tion. It is for this reason that we have only run the 
problem for an 8 state expansion for the no exchange case.
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The program is organized in such a way that the same data 
set that includes the angular coefficients for the multi­
pole integrals and for the direct potentials as well as the 
direct potentials themselves (i.e. all terms not involving 
the unknown function F) may be used for different energy
values of the incident electron. The energy of the
2scattered electron (k^) only enters the equations through 
the unknown function F. In the second part of the program, 
which integrates the equations numerically by the technique 
described by Smith and Henry, we specify the incident 
electron energy and the point rt where the R-matrix is 
first to be evaluated. In addition to this we give as in­
put the value of r at which exchange terms and closed 
channel effects are to be neglected. For the no exchange 
runs this value will be zero, when exchange is included, 
this value is set at r < rfc. If the program is run again 
at the same values of L, S and tt we only need execute the 
second part (NIEM) of the program.
In the Coulomb-Born approximation we eliminate all 
exchange terms and bound states. This leaves the expression 
for the coupled sets of differential equations
,2  SL. ( J l . + l )  ...r 1 1 I  ̂ (Z-N) I p - y tt p[ — 2 ------ 2-----  + k ± +  2 —  ]FU  - E V ijF j
dr r 3
where the term - —  on the right hand side has been
included as part of the direct potential. The solution of
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the above equation for F .0 using the Coulomb Green's1 A*
function gives
r




G.(2) (k.r') E V. . (r ' )F . 0 (r 1 )dr' l i . i] ] I
r -*
In the limit r->-ra the last term becomes negligible and the 
expression simplifies to
r
limit F.„(r) = G.(1) (k.r) + G.{2) | G.(1)(k.r!) EV..(r')
r ^oo i x ' 1 1  1  J 1  1  j 1 ]
* F.^r'ldr*
From the definition of the R-matrix we obtain by inspec­
tion
* 00
RiS, = J ? V.^r-jp.^r-jdr'
We now make the further approximations by setting all
V. .(r1) F.0 {r') = 0 except when j = Z  and by replacing F po(r')ij j x- ~x-
with G^^(k^r') which represents the solution for the 
homogeneous case, i.e., a pure Coulomb wave. The R-matrix 
elements then are given by the expression, in the Coulomb- 
Born approximation
Having obtained the R-matrix elements the elements of the 
T-matrix are then obtained from
t  =
I-iE
In the CBII approximation, we retain the form of T as 
above. In CBI we further approximate by setting
T = -2iR
The latter is computationally faster since only the
element is required to obtain the T . . element needed to
^  29calculate the cross sections. Burgess and Sheorey have
shown, however, that especially near threshold these 
methods may differ by as much as a factor of 2 for alkali­
like structures.
Having obtained the elements of the T-matrix we now 
obtain the cross sections from the equations
n^ 2 2
2where n , , k denote the state of the ion and kinetic1 l n^
energy of the impinging electron in the incident channel.
The primed quantities denote the final state of the ion
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and the scattered electron. As before ^2 re^er to
angular momentum of the scattered electron. In this
particular work we have expressed all cross sections in 
2units of ira , where a is the first Bohr radius. This o' o
reduces the above expression to
Q (nl ^ l  ni ^ i ) 2 2 <2^+1) "  p z ffI lT (n1̂ 1A2,ni s' i £2) i
n.̂  ' 1 2' 2
Another useful quantity is the collision strength matrix 
which is a symmetric matrix. The elements of this matrix 
are given by the expression
n. . = k?(2L.+l)(2S.+1) Q(i-j)J. f J X 1 X
where L^, represent the orbital and spin angular momenta




In this chapter we present the results for the in­
elastic excitation cross sections for both NV and Ne VIII 
and compare them with previous work. From the cross 
sections as a function of energy we calculate rate co­
efficients for particular transitions which are then 
compared with experimental results. The cross sections of 
NV and Ne VIII are presented in several approximations.
For NV the energies and the approximations used to obtain 
the cross sections are as follows:




6 5CCX, CB II 2s-2p,3s,3p,3d 2p-3s,3p,3d
8 5CCX, 5CCNX, 8CCNX, CBII 2s-2p,3s,3p,3d 2p-3s,3p,3d
8 2CCX 2p-3s,3p,3d
16 5CCX, CB II 2s-2p,3s,3p,3d 2p-3s,3p,3d
For the Ne VIII results the shapes of the graphs of the 
partial wave cross sections as a function of angular 
momentum are essentially the same as for the corresponding 
NV cross sections calculated in the same approximation.
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It is therefore not deemed necessary to make the same 
detailed investigation in the various approximations for 
Ne VIII. To investigate the convergence of the close 
coupling expansion a few runs are made for Ne VIII at 18 
Ry. in the 5CCNX and 8CCNX approximations. Again the 
results exhibit the same trend as in the NV calculations 
and no further runs are made in these approximations. We 
feel that these results may be inferred from the NV results. 
For Ne VIII we list the energies and approximations used 
to obtain the cross sections




14 5CCX, CB II 2s-2p,3s,3p,3d 2p-3s,3p,3d
18 5CCX/ CB II 2s-2p,3s,3p,3d 2p-3s,3p,3d
30 5CCX, CB II 2s-2p,3s,3p,3d 2p-3s,3p,3d
The level structure for both NV and Ne VIII is given in 
Figs. 1 and 2 for the 5 lowest states of the ion as given 
by Weiss and the pseudo-states. The energies at which the 
Ne VIII calculations are made are chosen roughly to the 
same relative scale as the energies used for the NV cal­
culations for the purpose of comparison. In all these 
cases, no allowance is made for the effect of closed
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channels on the cross sections.
The effect of exchange can be established by comparing
the 5CCX, 5CCNX and CB II approximations. In the last two
we neglect all exchange terms. The partial wave spectra
of the 5CCX and CB II approximations are compared at
different energies. As expected the agreement tended to
be poor in general for values of L£5. When the 5CCX and
CB II results became identical to within a few percent the
runs were continued with CB II only up to a point where the
inclusion of more partial waves made no significant contri-
2bution to the total cross section. Except for the Is 2s- 
2Is 2p cross sections, the sum over the partial wave cross
2 2sections essentially converges for h < 2 0 .  The Is 2s-ls 2p
partial wave cross sections converged very slowly. At the
highest energies for both NV and Ne VIII the partial wave
sum had not converged even at values of L as large as 40.
At this point, the Coulomb Green's function no longer can
be generated with a high degree of reliability. For this
reason the curves of the partial wave cross sections as a
function of L were extrapolated beyond L=40 to the point
where the sum was judged to have converged. We estimate
that this extrapolation procedure will introduce an un-
2 2certainty in the Is 2s-ls 2p total cross sections no larger 
than 5% at these two energies. The partial wave cross 
sections for both NV and Ne VIII are listed in Tables 1- 
14. We list the NV results for 5CCX and CB II side by
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side to compare the CB II approximation relative to the 
5CCX method. To investigate the effect of exchange and 
coupling we list the 5CCX, 5CCNX and 8CCNX results in the 
same table for a given transition. Tables 8-14 give the 
Ne VIII results for the partial wave cross sections. Next, 
we will proceed to discuss the individual excitation cross 
sections and compare them with previous calculations where 
possible.
ls22s-ls22p
To show the close agreement at nearly all L values
except for L<5, we plot the partial wave cross sections at
6 Ry. as a function of L in both the 5CCX and CB II
approximations. The results are shown in Fig. 3. It is
clear that for the most part the two approximations do not
differ to any substantial degree. This result is not
2surprising since additional states beyond Is 2p are well 
removed in energy. Also the 2s and 2p orbitals are of very 
short range and therefore any exchange integrals which 
include the overlap of the scattering function with these 
orbitals are not expected to contribute significantly 
especially at larger L values. Further evidence of the 
insensitivity of this cross section to the approximations 
used at these energies is obtained by inspection of 
Table 15 listing the results of several previous investiga­
tions. The present 5CCX result is almost in exact agree-
18ment with that of Hayes at 6 Ry. It is also noted that
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there is close agreement between the present CB II results,
the CB II results of Burke et a l . ^  and the DW result of 
12Flower. All calculations quoted from the literature are
essentially in agreement within 10% for NV. The values at
the lower energies of 1,2 and 4 Ry. and the corresponding
results of Ne VIII at 1.6, 3.2 and 8 Ry. are believed to
be more sensitive to the effects of closed channels which
2may be significant at energies below the Is 3s threshold.
Although as mentioned before, we have made no allowance
for this. For Ne VIII the agreement between the present
9 10 11results and the results of Bely ' ' is within 10% at all
energies. Additional uncertainty is introduced here be­
cause Bely's results are obtained by interpolation.
2 2 Is 2 s - 1 s * 3 b
The partial wave cross sections calculated in the 
various approximations are listed in Tables 2a and 2b for 
NV and Table 9 for Ne VIII. Previous results as obtained 
from the literature are summarized in Tables 17 and 19.
The total cross sections calculated in the CB II approxi­
mation are about 15% lower than the 5CCX results for NV at 
all three energies. Hayes gives a result which is 15% 
larger than the 5CCX value at 6 Ry. This may well be 
caused by the different wavefunctions used by Hayes. These 
wave functions are obtained from a statistical model of the 
ion and are therefore not expected to be appropriate for 
systems consisting of a small number of electrons such as
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lithium-like structures. Flower's result calculated in a 
DW approximation is approximately 15% smaller than the 
present 5CCX value at 6 Ry. This suggests that a 2 state 
expansion is not sufficient to accurately calculate this 
cross section. To investigate coupling effects beyond 5 
states and exchange effects we compare the 5CCX, 5CCNX 
and 8CCNX results as given in Tables 2a and 2b. Addition 
of pseudo-states makes only a 1% change in the total cross 
section when comparing the 5CCNX and 8CCNX results but the 
partial wave contributions in many instances differ by 10% 
or more for all L values considered up to L=10. This also 
holds true when comparing the 5CCX and 5CCNX results. We 
conclude that exchange effects are not important when ob­
taining the total cross section.
For the Ne VIII results the agreement between the
CB II and 5CCX approximations is very good (-3%) but both
approximations differ considerably (-25%) from the CB I
29results of Bely. Burgess and Sheorey have shown that 
the CB I approximation in several instances will give 
results which differ by almost a factor of two near thres­
hold when compared with CB II, for alkali-like structures.
It is clear then from the results obtained for Ne VIII that 
the CB I method does not give reliable results in the energy 
range considered (14-30 Ry).
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ls22s-ls23p
For this cross section the CB II results for NV are 
substantially lower than the 5CCX results at all three 
energies as shown in Table 16 where we present the total 
cross section together with other calculations. As the 
energy increases the methods tend to agree better. At 
16 Ry. the difference is 7% as compared with 26% at 8 Ry. 
and 58% at 6 Ry. The Ne VIII results show a similar trend 
although the two methods are in somewhat better agreement. 
At 14 Ry. the CB II results are 15% lower, 6% lower at 
18 Ry. and approximately 1% larger than the 5CCX results 
at 30 Ry. The difference between the two methods is 
primarily for L values of L<5, which is as expected because 
at low L values exchange effects are more significant than 
at larger L values. Next, we compare the present results 
with previous calculations. Our 5CCX value at 6 Ry.
compares favorably with previous calculations of Hayes and
17Henry in the same approximation. The difference between 
Hayes' result and ours (about 6%) may again be due to the 
different choice of wave functions. The CB II results of 
Burke et al. and Bely agree with the present calculations 
in this approximation for NV at all energies to within 
11%. To investigate the effects of coupling and exchange 
we compare the 2CCX, 5CCX, 5CCNX and 8CCNX results as given 
in Tables 3 and 16. The results of Hayes at 6 Ry. show 
that the 2CCX and 5CCX calculations differ by more than 50%.
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We conclude therefore that coupling to the n=3 levels must 
be included. Additional coupling beyond 5 states causes 
only small changes in the total cross section. For example, 
at 8 Ry. the 8CCNX approximation gives a cross section 7% 
smaller than that obtained in the 5CCNX approximation. 
Exchange effects appear still to be important at this 
energy. The 5CCX and 5CCNX results differ by slightly more 
than 10% at this energy. Most of this difference is due 
to the partial wave contributions for L<7. In summary we 
note that for energies less than 3 times the excitation 
threshold energy, exchange, and more importantly, coupling 
to the n=2 and n=3 levels, must be included.
ls22s-ls23d
The partial wave cross sections are listed in Tables 
4a and 4b. The total cross sections for the present and 
other calculations are given in Table 17 for NV and Table 
19 for Ne VIII.
The close agreement between the NV results of Hayes 
and the present result with the DW calculation of Flower 
suggests that coupling effects are not important for this 
transition in going from a 2 state to a 5 state close 
coupling expansion. The 5CCNX and 8CCNX results are also 
in close agreement for all partial wave except for L<2.
The total cross sections in the 5CCX and 5CCNX approxi­
mations differ by approximately 16%. Most of this differ­
ence is again caused by the small L partial waves. Exchange
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effects are therefore judged to be more important than 
coupling. The 3d orbital is of longer range than any of 
the other orbitals. Exchange, integrals, therefore will 
not vanish as rapidly as for the short range orbitals and 
more partial waves will contribute to the exchange terms. 
The CB II method give an accuracy of about 10% at 6 and 
8 Ry. and 6% at 16 Ry.
The Ne VIII calculations in the CB II and 5CCX approxi­
mations do not compare as favorably as for the NV calcula­
tions. At 14 and 18 Ry. the CB II results are about 15%
larger than the 5CCX results and differ by 12% at 30 Ry.
The CB I results of Bely differ by more than 20% with the 
5CCX results at 14 and 18 Ry. but agree with the present 
CB II results at 30 Ry. From the foregoing discussion it 
would appear that CB II still gives fairly accurate results 
(-15%) relative to the 5CCX method at energies below three 
times threshold.
ls22p-ls23s
Tables 5 and 12 give the partial wave cross sections 
in the various approximations for NV and Ne VIII while the 
total cross sections for the present calculation and those
of others are listed in Tables 18 and 19. At 16 Ry. the NV
results in the CB II and 5CCX approximations are essentially 
in agreement ( 4%). At the lowest energies of 6 Ry. and 
8 Ry. the two methods differ considerably, 35% at 6 Ry. and
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11% at 8 Ry. The 2CCX and 5CCX calculations are also in 
poor agreement ( 20%) at 8 Ry. A further comparison of 
the 5CCX and 5CCNX results indicate that exchange also is 
of importance and should not be neglected. The 5CCNX and 
8CCNX calculations are in substantial agreement for this 
cross section at 8 Ry. It is apparent that both exchange 
and coupling to the n=2,3 states is necessary for reliable 
estimates of this cross section. The fairly close agree­
ment between CB II and 5CCX at 8 Ry. is misleading. The 
partial wave contributions differ significantly at the low 
L values where the contributions to the cross sections are 
largest. There appears to be substantial cancellation when 
the partial wave sums are compared, giving an overall but 
somewhat fortuitous agreement. To demonstrate this point 
Fig. 4 gives a plot of the partial wave cross sections in 
the 5CCX and CB II approximations for Ne VIII at 14 Ry.
The total cross section agrees to better than 1%, yet, as can 
readily be seen from the figure, the two methods give 
vastly different partial wave values for L<5 which account 
for about 8 0% of the total cross section. The 30 Ry. 
results for Ne VIII show a similar behavior. For L<3 the 
CB II partial waves are lower than the corresponding 5CCX 
results but between L=8 and L=4 the CB II values are 
considerably larger. The total cross section, however, is 
again in close agreement (3%). We conclude that exchange 
and coupling should be included to calculate this particular
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cross section although at the higher energies near 3 times 
threshold the total cross section in the CB II approxi­
mation gives results to within 4% of the 5CCX method.
ls22p-ls23p
The results pertaining to this cross section are 
listed in Tables 6a and 6b and 18 for NV and Tables 13 and 
20 for Ne VIII. Cancellation of some of the partial wave 
cross sections makes the total cross section agree better 
than the individual partial cross sections, especially for 
the 2CCX and 5CCX approximations. The 5CCX and 5CCNX 
results are for the most part in close agreement - 10% 
except at some of the lower L values. At L=4 and 5 they 
differ by as much as 30% in the two approximations. The 
CB II results overestimate the cross sections relative to 
the 5CCX method by about 10% or more at all energies for 
NV as well as Ne VIII. The CB I results of Burke et al. 
are about a factor of 2 larger than the present 5CCX 
values. This also holds true when comparing the Ne VIII 
calculations in the 5CCX approximation with the CB I 
results of Bely. Analysis of the results show that both 
exchange and coupling are important but in some cases 




Tables 7 and 14 list the partial wave cross sections. 
The total cross sections are given in Tables 18 and 20.
This transition involves the 3d orbital and as before 
exchange effects appear to be relatively more important 
for this transition. This is shown by comparing the 5CCX 
and 5CCNX results for NV at 8 Ry. which differ by more 
than 20%. Coupling effects appear not to be as important 
as exchange, the 5CCNX and 8CCNX values differ by 10% as 
compared to the 24% difference between the 5CCX and 5CCNX 
results. Further evidence to suggest that coupling has
little effect is obtained by comparing the 5CCX and 2CCX results at 
8 Ry. The difference is only about 2% and the partial wave 
cross sections also appear to agree rather well in most 
instances. The CB I and CB II methods, both of which 
neglect exchange, are again found to give cross sections 
which substantially exceed the 5CCX results. For Ne VIII 
the present CB II values are about 10% higher at 30 Ry. 
and more than 15% larger at 14 and 18 Ry. The CB I results 
of Bely are more than 30% in excess of the 5CCX results at 
all energies. The CB I calculations of Burke et a_l. for 
NV are at least 50% larger than the present CB II calcula­
tions and are nearly 75% larger than the 5CCX results at all 
energies where comparison is possible. In summary then we 
can state that CB II, and particularly CB I, are inadequate 
to obtain this cross section in this energy range and it
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appears necessary to include exchange in the calculations 
even at the highest energies considered.
Summary of the discussion on the cross sections
There are clear indications that previous computations 
which neglected exchange and/or coupling are inaccurate by 
more than 10% in several instances. The CB II and 
particularly the CB I method cannot be relied upon for 
most transitions especially at energies below three times 
threshold. When the 3d orbitals are involved in the 
transition exchange effects appear to be more important 
than in most other cases. In some instances the agreement 
between two different approximations is accidental due to 
the cancellation of partial wave contributions. We con­
clude by suggesting that at energies below three times 
threshold the more elaborate 5CCX method should be used.
Rate Coefficients
Where possible, rate coefficients are compared with 
experimental observations. Tables 21 and 22 list the rate 
coefficients calculated from the 5CCX cross sections to­
gether with the experimental values. The results of Boland 
14et al. have been normalized to the present 2s-2p value
5 ofor NV at 2.10x10 K (1.33 Ry.). Agreement is then with­
in 5% for the 2s-3p and 2s-3d rate coefficients and within 
20% for the 2s-3s values. All these differences are well 
within the experimental uncertainty.
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Absolute rate coefficient measurements are given by 
13Kunze and Johnston for NV at incident electron energies 
of 110 eV, 145 eV, 210 eV, and 215 eV for the 2s-2p rate 
coefficient and at 110 eV, 145 eV and 210 eV for the 2s-3s, 
2s-3p and 2s-3d rate coefficients. As we have not cal­
culated the cross sections at energies above 16 Ry. for NV 
we have not calculated rate coefficients at 210 and 215 eV. 
Since this would involve extrapolating a poorly defined 
curve and the subsequent comparison with experimental 
values would not be meaningful. Where comparisons are 
made the rate coefficients compare favorably. The largest 
difference of 48% for the 2s-2p result at 145 eV (10.7 
Ry.) is still well within the experimental uncertainty of 
a factor of 2 for absolute values.
Rate coefficients for Ne VIII are given by Kunze and
15Johnston and Haddad and McWhirter and listed in Table 22. 
At 125 eV and 165 eV the 2s-2p results of Kunze and 
Johnston are significantly lower than the calculated results 
but are still within the experimental error limits. At 
260 eV (19.2 Ry.) the experimental and the calculated 
results agree to within 5%. The agreement between the 
2s-3s, 2s-3p and 2s-3d rate coefficients is considerably 
better than for 2s-2p. The worst case is the 2s-3p value 
at 12 5 eV where the difference is about 50% but again, 
this is well within the experimental uncertainties given 
by the author. Haddad and McWhirter have calculated the
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2s-2p, 2s-3s, 2s-3p and 2p-3d rate coefficients at 1.50x
106 °K (9.5 Ry.) and 2.20xl06 °K (13.9 Ry.). The 2s-2p
rate coefficients agree well at 1.39 Ry. but poorly at
9.5 Ry. In the latter case, the peak of the Maxwellian
2velocity distribution is centered just below the Is 3s 
threshold at 10.0 Ry. Thus, effects of closed channels 
may enhance the cross section at this energy and this 
could significantly change the rate coefficient as 
presently calculated. The 2s-3p results are about 50% 
higher than the calculated results at both energies. The 
2s-3s values agree considerably better to within 30% at 
both energies. For both cases the results are within the 
experimental uncertainty.
The 2p~3d rate coefficient, however, is almost a 
factor of 2 larger than the present calculations at both 
energies of 9.5 Ry and 13.9 Ry. These rate coefficients 
were calculated by Haddad and McWhirter by allowing for 
stepwise excitations and depopulation of the 2p and 3d 
levels. Allowance for these effects introduces un­
certainties in addition to those in spectrometer calibra­
tion, electron density, line intensities and in the transi­
tion probability. They estimate and r.m.s. error of +35%. 
Their experimental results also agree within the limits 
of the experiment with the theoretical predictions based 
on the CB I calculations of the 2p-3d cross section as 
given by Bely. As noted earlier these results are
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approximately 4 0% larger than the present 5CCX calcula­
tions. This, coupled with the fact that all values given 
by Haddad and McWhirter are substantially larger than the 
present calculations, based on the more sophisticated 
5CCX method, leads us to believe that their 2p-3d rate 
coefficients are probably too large.
Conclusions
The results of the calculations, discussed in this 
chapter, indicate that for most cross sections, the CB II 
and in particular the CB I method, do not give reliable 
results below energies of three times threshold. As the 
energy increases it becomes apparent that the overall 
agreement between these methods improves. We suggest that 
at energies lower than three times threshold the close 
coupling method with exchange should be used in preference 
to the Coulomb-Born approximatj.ons.
The calculations may be improved by including closed
2channels in the region below the Is 3s threshold. In­
clusion of more states in the close coupling expansion will 
make the problem too large to be handled by the presently 
available computing facilities.
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^ ^ \ E ( R y )
L (Ang. Mom
0 .163 .081 .037
1 . 310 .133 .050
2 . 020 .008 .002
3 .481 .193 .071
4 . 874 . 354 .134
5 . 721 . 334 .143
6 .450 .260 .126
7 .239 .187 .100
8 .111 .130 .087
9 .048 .089 . 071
10 .019 .059 .058





PARTIAL WAVE CROSS SECTIONS IN UNITS 
IN THE 2CCX APPROXIMATION
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TABLE lb
NV: (1s22s ls22p) PARTIAL WAVE CROSS SECTIONS IN
THE 5CCX AND CBII APPROXIMATIONS














0 .206* .118* .140* .071* . 047* .019*
1 .250 .071 .152 .041 . 063 .040
2 .011 . 062 .006 .040 .001 .010
3 . 348 .518 .215 .327 .059 .089
4 .728 .837 .469 .544 .143 .173
5 . 802 . 868 .553 .593 .200 .214
6 .743 . 764 .528 .555 .218 .227
7 . 657 .675 .477 .491 .213 .218
8 .576 .594 .424 .430 .198 .194
9 .502 .503 .376 .384 .180 .184
10 .434 .422 .335 .336 .165 .167
11 .374 .376 .297 .299 .152 .152
12 . 325 .323 .264 .267 .139 .140
13 .273 .237 .130
14 .246 .207 .119
15 .207 .183 .112
16 .185 .169 .099
17 .157 .149 .097
18 .340 .135 .089
19 .119 .121 .085
24 .059 .071 .062
30 .030 .038 .045
34 .015 .025 .037
40 .004
2 “1* in units of (ira xlO )o
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TABLE 2a
NV: (1s22s-)'1s23s) PARTIAL WAVE CROSS SECTIONS















0 . 096* . 060* . 073* .043* . 033* .019*
1 . 590 .481 .414 .339 .081 .039
2 . 838 .856 . 589 .619 .233 .233
3 .489 . 369 .431 .371 .233 .230
4 .112 .057 .148 .101 .157 .141
5 .029 .017 .034 .024 .074 . 063
6 .011 .011 .012 .012 .028 . 024
7 . 004 .004 .007 .007 .010 .010
8 .001 .001 . 004 .004 . 005 .005
9 .002 .002 .003 .003
10 .002 . 002
2 -2* in units of rca xlOo
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TABLE 2b
NV: (1s22s-*1s23s) PARTIAL WAVE CROSS SECTIONS IN THE
5CCX, 5CCNX and 8CCNX APPROXIMATIONS AT E=8Ry
L 5CCX 5CCNX 8CCNX
0 .073* .064* . 089*
1 .414 .312 .392
2 .589 .680 .644
3 .431 .507 .450
4 .148 .118 .120
5 .034 .016 .019
6 .012 .013 .008
7 .007 .008 .005
8 .004 .004 .003
2 -2 * in units of ira xlOo
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TABLE 3a
NV: (ls22s'*'ls23p) PARTIAL WAVE CROSS SECTIONS IN THE
5CCX AND CBII APPROXIMATIONS














0 .028* .025* .016* .012* . 020* . 002*
1 . 218 .079 .109 . 054 .013 .005
2 .170 .116 .117 .104 .037 .049
3 .095 .080 .098 .072 .050 .048
4 .296 .221 .130 .129 .039 .039
5 . 373 .213 .261 .208 .059 . 059
6 . 200 .123 .236 .180 .102 .099
7 .075 .051 .150 .114 .131 .122
8 . 024 .018 .078 .065 .131 .116
9 .007 .007 .039 .033 .115 .105
10 .002 .002 .018 .015 .091 .085
11 .001 .001 .008 .009 .070 . 066
12 .004 .004 .052 .051
13 .002 .038







2 - 2  * in units of ira xlOo
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TABLE 3b
NV: (ls22s-*“ls23p) PARTIAL WAVE CROSS SECTIONS IN THE
5CCX, 5CCNX AND 8CCNX APPROXIMATIONS AT E=8 Ry
L 5CCX 5CCNX 8CCNX
0 .016* .017* .024*
1 .109 .076 .068
2 .117 .151 .145
3 .098 .109 .080
4 .130 .156 .134
5 .261 .326 .288
6 .236 .280 .260
7 .150 .160 .160
8 .078 .080 .084
9 .039 .037 .040
10 . 018 .018 .019
2 -2* in units of fra xlOo
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TABLE 4a
NV: (ls22s+ls23d) PARTIAL WAVE CROSS SECTIONS IN THE















0 .104* .018* .060* .008* .009* .001*
1 .087 .065 .067 .066 .004 . 003
2 .379 . 303 .248 .234 .110 .113
3 .411 .217 .323 .198 .159 .125
4 .703 .818 . 359 .408 .139 .114
5 .975 1. 404 .625 .847 .155 .183
6 . 704 .872 .626 .805 .221 .267
7 .325 .385 .438 .515 .252 .294
8 .118 .138 .245 .283 .236 .258
9 . 038 .046 .124 .143 .195 .218
10 .012 .013 .060 .066 .149 .165
11 .004 .004 .028 .033 .115 .122
12 .001 .013 .015 .081 .089
13 .007 .064
14 .003 .042 .045
2 -2 * in units of Tta xlOo
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TABLE 4b
NV: (ls22s-»\Ls23d) PARTIAL WAVE CROSS SECTIONS IN THE
5CCX, 5CCNX and 8CCNX APPROXIMATIONS AT E=8 Ry
L 5CCX 5CCNX 8CCNX
0 . 060* .070* .075*
1 .067 .168 .071
2 .248 .313 .328
3 .323 .240 .340
4 .359 .387 .364
5 .625 .815 .760
6 .626 .761 .703
7 .438 .475 .453
8 .245 .252 .248
9 .124 .126 .126
10 .060 .060 .060
2 -2* in units of ira xlOo
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TABLE 5a
NV: (ls22p-J‘ls23s) PARTIAL WAVE CROSS SECTIONS IN THE















0 .169** .243** .102** .129** .027** .024**
1 .935 .264 .393 .106 .048 ,013
2 .469 .192 .236 .144 .061 .055
3 1.939 1.211 .960 .693 .203 .190
4 1.037 1.190 .667 .878 .211 .253
5 .617 .597 .570 .625 .196 .256
6 .266 .270 .409 .405 .222 .265
7 .104 .115 .254 .253 .247 .269
8 .038 .039 .143 .146 .246 .248
9 .014 .016 .084 .220 .217
10 .005 .006 .050 .181 .180
























NV: (ls22p+ ls23s) PARTIAL WAVE CROSS SECTIONS IN THE


















































NV: (ls22p+ ls23p) PARTIAL WAVE CROSS SECTIONS IN THE















0 .081* .158* .048* .099* .017* .030*
1 .642 .417 .409 .290 .133 .105
2 .660 .623 .473 .447 .198 .187
3 .460 .681 . 362 .472 .183 .201
4 .149 .267 .109 .217 .106 .136
5 .148 .155 .074 .114 .045 .065
6 .089 .102 .068 .093 .021 .036
7 .042 .047 . 052 .065 .019 .030
8 .015 .017 . 031 .037 .020 .027
9 .005 .006 .017 .020 .020 .025
10 .002 .002 .008 .010 .017 .020
11 .004 .005 .013 .016




2 -2 * in units of ira xlOo
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TABLE 6b
NV: (ls22p-*-ls23p) PARTIAL WAVE CROSS SECTIONS IN THE 
2 C C X , 5CCX, 5CCNX, AND 8CCNX APPROXIMATIONS AT E=8Ry
L 2CCX 5CCX 5CCNX 8CCNX
0 .091* .048* .072* .057*
1 .362 .409 .409 .404
2 .497 .473 .402 .531
3 .469 .362 . 326 .418
4 .244 .109 .085 .091
5 .128 .074 .054 .041
6 .073 .068 .081 .065
7 .045 .052 .059 .053
8 .027 .031 .032 .032
9 .015 .017 .016 .017
10 .008 .008 .008 .009
2 -2* in units of ira xlOo
84
TABLE 7a
NV: (ls22p-KLs23d) PARTIAL WAVE CROSS SECTIONS IN THE


















0 .205* .125* .133* .089* .038* .028*
1 .450 .284 .337 .204 .130 .079
2 .613 .510 .383 .310 .106 .078
3 1.067 1.416 .654 .871 .165 .224
4 2.321 2.825 1.457 1.793 .401 .489
5 2.407 2.897 1.812 2.099 .624 .701
6 1.514 1.618 1.506 1.700 .737 .816
7 .690 .734 .994 1.056 .733 .788
8 .266 .285 .571 .592 .653 .674
9 .094 .103 .305 .320 .536 .567
10 .032 .029 .159 . 158 .420 .435
11 .010 .010 .081 .087 .328 .336
12 .003 .003 .041 .044 .249 .252
13 .021 .194






2 -2 * in units of ira xlOo
85
TABLE 7b
NV: (ls22p-*-ls23d) PARTIAL WAVE CROSS SECTIONS IN THE
2CCX, 5CCX, 5CCNX, AND 8CCNX APPROXIMATIONS AT E=8 Ry
L 2CCX 5CCX 5CCNX 8CCNX
0 .105* .133* . 051* .177*
1 .273 .337 .199 .399
2 .333 .383 .750 .500
3 .486 .654 1.383 .872
4 1.385 1.457 1.894 1.817
5 1.847 1.812 2.243 2.078
6 1.578 1.506 1.726 1.594
7 1.048 .994 1.055 1.003
8 .596 .570 .578 .565
9 . 318 .305 .306 .304
10 .165 .159 .159 .159
2 -2* in units of ira xlOo
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TABLE 8a
Ne VIII: (ls22s+ls22p) PARTIAL WAVE CROSS SECTIONS IN THE
2CCX APPROXIMATION
0 ++.545 .259++ i.087
1 .888 . 391 .112
2 .071 .027 . 006
3 . 803 . 356 .110
4 1. 953 .823 . 243
5 2. 069 .895 .281
6 1.655 . 770 .261
7 1.125 .606 .227
8 .670 .453 .196
9 .359 .327 .168
10 .177 .230 .142
11 .078 .159 .121
12 .033 .108 .103
13 .013 .072 .088
14 .005 .048 .075







units of Tra2xlO ^
O
TABLE 8b
Ne VIII: (ls22s+ls22p) PARTIAL WAVE CROSS SECTIONS
IN THE 5CCX AND CBII APPROXIMATIONS












0 +.391 . 280+ .269+ .181+ ,116+ .070+
1 .432 .229 .278 .142 .106 .050
2 .022 .043 .014 .032 .005 .015
3 .473 .684 .320 .462 .133 .192
4 1.114 1.288 .768 .896 .338 .396
5 1.326 1.402 .955 1.015 .465 .505
6 1.273 1.311 .943 .965 .496 .516
7 1.154 1.180 .863 .878 .476 .478
8 1.036 1.058 .779 .791 .438 .440
9 .924 .933 .704 .714 .400 .404
10 .827 .815 .635 .638 .365 .367
12 .656 .511 .312
14 .537 .430 .260
16 .431 .364 .228
18 .355 .302 .203
20 .282 .260 .178
28 .136 .140 .114
36 .066 .079 .083
40 .073
2 -2 t in units of Tra xlOo
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TABLE 9
Ne VIII: (1s22s+1s23s) PARTIAL WAVE CROSS SECTIONS















0 .216 + t.187 f.160 t.139 ,087 + .074?
1 1.064 1.025 .771 .745 .378 .367
2 1.479 1.782 1.093 1.300 .567 .637
3 .912 .915 .808 .837 .533 .570
4 .228 .174 .292 .247 .319 .305
5 .036 .026 .059 .048 .126 .113
6 .009 .011 . 013 .014 .037 .034
7 .004 .004 .006 .007 . 011 .011
8 .001 .001 .003 .003 .005 .005
9 .001 .001 .003 .003
10 .002 .002
11 .001 .001
2 -3t in units of ira xlO
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TABLE 10
Ne VIII: (ls22s-Ms23p) PARTIAL WAVE CROSS SECTIONS















0 .021+ .022f . 013+ t. 012 .007 + . 005+
1 .334 .181 .189 .131 .062 .068
2 .334 .323 .243 .274 .116 .152
3 .236 .233 .216 .183 .134 .131
4 .623 .651 .354 .421 .139 .151
5 .873 .707 .666 .622 .265 .292
6 .515 .408 .589 .523 . 391 .393
7 .205 .172 .364 .319 .409 .392
8 .066 .059 .185 .174 .348 .333
9 . 020 .016 .085 .080 .260 .250
10 .006 .005 .039 .034 .182 .176





2 -3t in units of ira xlOo
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TABLE 11
Ne VIII: (ls22s+ls23d) PARTIAL WAVE CROSS SECTIONS















0 .157+ .056+ +.094 . 028 + . 023 + .004
1 .150 .175 .128 .159 .093 .121
2 .725 .773 .505 .592 .276 .338
3 .821 .612 .655 .537 .388 .355
4 1.093 1.184 .622 .672 .280 .287
5 1.900 2.613 1.213 1.627 .429 .541
6 1.550 1.941 1.304 1.633 .616 .765
7 .776 .917 .924 1.078 .654 .755
8 .294 .339 .514 .587 .557 .620
9 .098 .108 .253 .286 .416 .458
10 .030 .032 .117 .128 .289 .315
11 .010 .056 .194 .212






2 -3t in units of ira xlOo
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TABLE 12
Ne VIII: {ls22p-*-ls23s) PARTIAL WAVE CROSS SECTIONS














tt 11 tt , tt 110 .229 . 333 .145 .195 . 056 .061
1 1.063 .402 .501 .198 .103 .041
2 .552 .324 .330 .255 .134 .132
3 .255 1.032 1.249 .737 .419 .364
4 1.142 1.185 .812 .902 .384 .442
5 .704 .675 .648 .698 .339 .412
6 .319 .303 .457 .451 .357 .395
7 .124 .118 .273 .274 .353 .367
8 .044 .040 .143 .141 .301 .304
9 .015 .014 .072 .070 .234 .235
10 .005 .005 .036 .035 .172 .177






tt in units of ira2xl0 ^
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TABLE 13
Ne VIII: (ls22p-*-ls23p) PARTIAL WAVE CROSS SECTIONS
IN THE 5CCX AND CBII APPROXIMATIONS














0 .154 + t.274 +.102 +.185 .048 .079+
1 1.034 .861 .711 .623 . 324 .303
2 1.090 1.173 .815 .873 .439 .460
3 .877 1.225 .677 .893 .396 .481
4 .290 .525 .242 .420 .211 .286
5 .213 .243 .142 .196 .089 .129
6 .125 .145 .110 .137 .052 .074
7 .059 .066 .076 .090 .049 .062
8 .022 .024 .043 .050 .045 .053
9 .007 .008 .021 .024 .036 .041
10 .003 .003 .010 .011 .026 .030






2 -3t in units of ira xlOo
93
TABLE 14
Ne VIII: (ls22p-KLs23d) PARTIAL WAVE CROSS SECTIONS















0 . 325 + +.261 +.223 i.182 +. 096 .084+
1 .779 .617 .592 .472 .312 .244
2 . 877 .904 .590 .573 .244 .224
3 1.790 2.371 1.183 1.590 .468 .612
4 4.032 5.014 2.207 3.299 1.084 1.345
5 4.310 5.326 3.283 3.993 1 . 601 1.861
6 2.784 3.143 2.704 3.063 1.740 1.980
7 1.288 1.402 1.708 1.848 1.567 1.700
8 .484 .526 .926 .976 1.240 1.301
9 .165 .172 .461 .497 .912 .954
10 .054 .049 .220 .225 .638 .665
11 .016 .102 .440 .456






2 -3t in units of ira xlOo
TABLE 15
NV: ls22s-ls22p CROSS SECTIONS IN *a2o
k2 (Ry) 2CCX 5CCX 5CCNX CBII CBI
Burke 1 3.87
present 1 3.45




Burke 6 0.82 0.87 0.84 0.87
Bely** 6 0.88 0.88
Flower 6 0.828(DW)
Hayes 6 0.804
present 6 0.804 0.822
Burke 8 0.67 0.70 0.67 0.69
Bely 8 0.68
present 8 0.635 0.667 0.647
Burke 16 0.42 0.42
present 16 0.368 0.373
* Interpolated
** All of Bely's results are reported as collision strengths 
at different energies. The results have been converted 
to cross sections and interpolated.
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J. rtDJjE*
NV: ls22s -ls23p CROSS SECTIONS IN TTa2 o
k2 (Ry) 2CCX 5CCX 5CCNX
Burke et al. 6 0.0142 0.0163
Bely** 6
Flower 6 0.0102(DW)
Hayes 6 0.0092 0.0159
present 6 0.0149
Burke et al. 8 0.0128 0.0139
Bely 8
present 8 0.0127 0.0142























































































NV: ls22p-ls23s CROSS SECTIONS IN tt a2O
5CCX 5CCNX CBIIk ( R v ) 2CCX 
Flower 6 0.0040(DW)
present 6 0.00560 0.00415
present 8 0.00310 0.00392 0.00424 0.00357
present 16 0.00255 0.00265
NV: ls22p-ls23p CROSS SECTIONS IN TCl2













NV: ls22p-ls2lJ CLJSS SECTIONS IN ira2o
k (Ry) 2CCX 5CCX 5CCNX CBII
Flower 6 0.095(DW)
present 6 0.0967 0.1084
present 8 0.0830 0.0848 0.105 0.0928
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3 ,IN cm /sec
Kunze & 
Johnston Present
2,lxlO5 2s“2p 4.20x10*”® 4.20xl0-8
2s-3s 1.28xl0"10 1.07xl0-10
2s-3p 6 .  1 2 x 1 0 ~ 1:L 6.25xl0-11
2s-3d 1.55xl0~10 1.55xl0~10
1,28xl06 2s-2p 4.lxlO-8 3.2xl0~8
2s-3s 6 .6xl0"10 5.9xl0_1°
2s-3p 6 .3xl0~10 6 .1xl0"10
-9 -92s-3d 1 .2x10 1 .2x10
1 .68xl06 2s-2p 4.0xl0"8 2 .7xl0_8
2s-3s 6.7xl0~10 5.5xl0~10
2s-3p 7.OxlO-10 6 .6xl0"10
2s-3d 1.3xl0”9 1.3xl0"9
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6 .7 1 x 1 0 -3 °
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A*. 5  State Close 
Coupling
B: Unitarized 










The solution of the differential equations in electron 
ion scattering are obtained by numerical integration using 
Coulomb wave functions. These functions are solutions of 
the equation
r d 2 _ L(L+1) + k2 + 2 (Z-N)
7 2 5 rL dr r
If we set p=kr then this equation can be put in the more 
convenient form
2
f d ^  _ M L+1) + l - 2n/pluT = 0 with n = -(Z-N)/k 
Ldp p2 J L
30Following Abramowitz and Stegun we write the solution as 
uL = C1FL (n/P) + c2GL (n,p)
where F (n»P) and G (n#P) are the two linearly independent Li li
solutions of the differential equation for UT . F (n#p)
1j 1j
is the regular solution and G (n,p) is the irregular
Li
solution.
F (n,p) may be expanded in a power seriesLi





<j>T(n,P) = 2 (n) pk~L~1
L k=L+l *
and
AL+1 = 1 ' AL+2 = 1/<L+1)
All other values of may now be generated from the re­
currence relations
(k+L)(k-L-l)A^ = 2n A ^  - a£_2
The constant cL (n) maY t>e determined from the following 
expressions
 ̂ _ oL „-Trn/2 |r(L+i+in)l
l 2 e T ( 2l+2)— L
c2 (n) = 2Trn(e2Trri-l)"1








may likewise be obtained from the expression
FL = CL (n) pL
where
<t>*(n,p) = 2 k A?(n) pk“L”1
L k=L+l *
The irregular solution can be written as follows
2n r  qL (n)
G ( n , p )  = - 4 2 —  F ( n , p )  [An 2p + ^ T T T r  ]  + eT (rl 'P> L 2 { J L PL (n) L
o
with
eL (nfP) = D^tiJp”1, ^L (n#p)
DL (n  ̂ 2L+1 CL (T1)
CO
(n»p) = 2 avfn)p +L
L k=-L
where the set of coefficients a£ is determined by the 
equations
109
L * L «
a-L = L+l = 0
(k-L-1) (k+l)a£ = 2n - ajj_2 - (2k-l)PL (n)A^
and
qL (ri) _ r _ s _ 2v+1 n/t, . I r ' (1+in) I .
^  " S=1 S=1 i n r r r n r j  2y
and
+ YL (n)/PL (n) where y  = 0.5772156649
v n > = ^ -  l^t+r + T i r r r f
, „2 (in-L)(in-L+i) ,
+ 2 — (2L-iy(2'n—  + ***
, 22L {in-L)(in-L+1)---- (in+L-1) |




is obtained from the following equations
where
6^(n,p) = DL (n)p"L” ;L i|)*(n,p)
and
00*
l  k a £ ( n ) p k + L^L (n,p)
k=-L
Asymptotic expansion
For large values of p where both F _ ( n , P )  and G_ (n,P)
Lj l
approach their asymptotic forms these functions may be 
generated from the expressions given by Abramowitz and 
Stegun. We write
FL (n,P) = g cos ©L + f sin 0L , FL (n,p) -» sin 0L
GT (n#P) = f cos 0T - g sin 0_ , GT (hrP) - cos 0L L Li Li „ . „
6 = n -  nff.n 2n -  l t t / 2  + a  ,  a  -  arg(L+l+in)
and
aL+1 = aL + arc tan n/(L+l)
Ill
f, g are now obtained from the following relations
fo = 1 ' go = 0
fk+l akfk “ bkgk
gk+l akgk + bkfk
and a^, are calculated from the equations
* = 2k+l n/_ h = L(L+l)-k(k-t-1) + n 2k 2k+I n/p k ('2k+iyp
Taylor series expansion for Fq (t u p ) and GQ ( n , P )
The following discussion is based on the tables of
31non-relativistic Coulomb wave functions by Tubis
Uo -
f q ( n , P )
gq ( n , P )
is a solution of the differential equation 
,2(—— +  i  ”  2 n / p ) ] u  ( n , p )  — o ap /  °
We expand Uq and its first derivative in a Taylor series 
about p.
» / * n dnU 00
o (n,p+ip) = E i & U -  — = E a
0 n=0 nl dp" n=o "
dUo °°
^7— ( n , P + A p )  = 2 na
dp n~l n
With the above definition for a we establish the resultsn
°o “ ^o (,1'P,
°i = a pu o (n ̂ p )
° 2  =  ~ I  <AP>2 t1 “ 2n/p]<Jo
In the expression for a2 we have substituted 
d2U
— ^  = - (l-2n/p)u 
dp 0
Multiplying the differential equation for UQ by p and 
successive differentiation with respect to p leads to the 
relation
p(n+1)(n)an+1 + n(n-l)Ap an + (p-2n)an - 1 (Ap)2
113
This is a recurrence relation for all a,n We have
defined a  , o , and a n as above and therefore cr can now be o 1 2 n
generated for all n ^  2 for a given Ap.
Calculation of the Coulomb Functions
In our computer code we divide space into three 
regions. A region near the origin, an intermediate region 
and an asymptotic region. In the first region we may 
safely evaluate F (n»P), G (n,P) and G'(n,p) by a power
L  O  O
series expansion. The asymptotic region is the one in which 
we may generate F_ ( r i f P )  and G_ ( n , p )  by the previouslyL J-i
described asymptotic expansion. The region in between is 
called the intermediate region. For the regular solution 
we calculate F_(n,p) by the power series expansion to the
JJ
point p = 1.5. Beyond this point we use the last two 
values calculated in the first region as the starting 
point for a Numerov calculation to generate all desired 
F ( n , p )  in the intermediate region. The Numerov method,
Xj
however, is sometimes unstable for G_(n*p) for L > 0 in the
JJ
intermediate region. To circumvent this difficulty we 
proceed as follows. We generate all desired GQ (n,P) and 
G^(n»P) by a power series expansion near the origin and a 
Taylor series expansion in the intermediate region. From 
the recurrence relation
(L+l) ^  = (L+l)P
114
We generate by setting L=0. Having obtained GQ (ri»P) 
and G-.(n*p) we then generate the desired G_(n,p) from1 JL»
L  [(L+l) 2+ ti2 ]’sGJj+1 = (2L+1) [n + M £ ± i L  ] g l
- (L+l) (L2+n2)J5GL_1 L > 1
In the asymptotic region both G ^ (n ̂ P) and may be
calculated from the asymptotic expansion. We calculate 
two starting values each for F^(nrP) and GL (n,P) as the 
starting points for the Numerov method to generate further 
values of FL {nrP> and GL (n*P).
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